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The impulse wave is made by the weak normal shock discharge from an open end of
a shock tube. In order to understand the dynamic characteristics of the impulse wave
impinging upon a #at plate, experiments are performed over the shock Mach number range
from 1)01 to 1)20. A #at plate is placed downstream, normal to the axis of the shock tube, to
simulate the impulse wave impingement on an object. The distance between the exit of the
shock tube and #at plate is changed. The ba%e plate is installed at the exit of the shock tube.
The sizes of the ba%e plate and impinging #at plate are varied to investigate the magnitude
of the impulse wave impinging upon the #at plate. Computational analysis is applied to
model the #ow "eld subject to unsteady, axisymmetric, inviscid, compressible, equations.
Computational results well predict the experimented dynamic behavior of the impinging
impulse wave. The impulse wave impinging upon the #at plate has a sharp peak of very short
rising time and its magnitude decreases with distance from the center of the #at plate. The
magnitude of the impulse wave impinging upon the #at plate can be predicted by the
empirical equations that are developed in the present study.

� 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
1. INTRODUCTION

The pulse jet is usually generated by the sudden discharge of mass #ow from the exit of
a tube, and may be de"ned as a device capable of injecting a discrete pulse of #uid from
a high-pressure chamber into a medium #uid or onto an object [1]. When the discharging
mass #ux is su$ciently large, the pulse jet leads to an impulsive wave propagating into the
surroundings. Similar #ows are made by the discharge of a shock wave from a tube exit,
leading to a spherical blast wave that is usually characterized by a high peak pressure of
short duration.

A major di!erence between pulse and continuous jets is the actual time behavior of the
#ow properties and the much higher-pressure ratio of the pulsed #uid to the surrounding
medium #uid. For a continuous jet with a su$ciently high supply pressure, the #ow
structure is well understood. The jet spreading, the barrel shock structure, and the location
0022-460X/02/$35.00 � 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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of Mach disk have long been a major interest of the continuous supersonic jets [2, 3], and
the #ow "eld has been well established as functions of the jet pressure ratio, the detailed
geometry of the tube, and the ratio of speci"c heats of the working gas employed. The gas
pressure just upstream of theMach disk and inside the barrel shock wave is, in general, very
low compared to the back pressure, consequently leading to the strong entrainment of the
surrounding gas into the jet #ow.

The situation with the pulse jets is quite di!erent. In this case the gas pressure just behind
the spherical impulse wave is very high, compared to the back pressure level. The
time-dependent wave behavior is the key factor characterizing the entire #ow "eld.
Therefore to understand the pulse jet #ows, the dynamic characteristics of the impulse wave
are more important than, for example, the turbulent mixing or entrainment.

Such impulse waves are encountered in a variety of unsteady internal #ow devices, such
as gun muzzles [4], internal combustion engine exhaust mu%ers [5], high-speed railway
tunnels [6], etc. In these applications, the impulse waves often cause annoying noises as well
as pressure transients, which give rise to undesirable unsteady loads and structural
vibrations. It is required that the impulse wave should be minimized by an appropriate
control means [7, 8]. Much e!ort has been put on control of the magnitude of the impulse
wave [7, 8], and the impulse wave has been reduced by as much as 50 per cent, depending
on the shock Mach number yielded.

Meanwhile, there have been a number of practical applications in which a stronger
impulse wave casts a better performance of the #ow devices, such as pulse combustors [9],
pulse jet "lters [10], pulse jet cleanings [11], etc. The pulse jet devices for such purposes are
now in commercial production or have recently been used for a variety of industrial "elds.
For example, in the semiconductor industry or coal-based power plants, removal of "ne
particles from surfaces is of practical importance both for surface cleaning and for
contamination detection [12].

In spite of the fact that the relationship between the characteristics of the impulse wave
and system performance has not been well understood, the impulse wave has been known to
play an essential role in particle removal due to the start-up transients as the pulse jet is
initiated. The current understanding of the #ow "elds that are produced by the impulse
wave impingement upon an object is not enough for the purpose of design of practical
applications. In such applications, it is of practical importance to predict the pressure
transients and unsteady loads on an object. To the authors' knowledge, no e!ort to date has
been put on this "eld.

The present paper describes experimental and computational work to understand the
unsteady #ows formed by the impulse wave impingement upon a #at plate. The impulse
wave is made by a weak shock wave discharge from the open end of shock tube. An
experiment is performed using a simple shock tube with an open end and computations are
carried out to predict the corresponding unsteady, axisymmetric, inviscid, compressible,
#ow "elds. The governing equations are solved numerically using the Harten}Yee TVD
scheme [13]. The second order symmetric total variation diminishing (TVD) is
incorporated into an operator splitting technique. In the present study, the distance
between the exit of shock tube and plate, and the plate size are changed. A ba%e plate is
installed at the exit of the shock tube and its size is also changed to investigate the change in
the unsteady #ows produced on the impinging plate.

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND MEASUREMENT

The simple open-ended shock tube has a diameter (D) of 66mm and a total length of
about 3)77m (the length of the driven section: 2)15m), as shown in Figure 1. A sheet of



Figure 1. Experimental facility for the impulse wave impinging upon a #at plate.
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cellophane 0)03mm thick is used as a diaphragm, which is manually ruptured to initiate the
wave motion. The initial pressure ratio of the shock tube is set to obtain shock Mach
number, M, below 1)20, the driven air being initially at atmospheric pressure and room
temperature.

In order to investigate the e!ects of the plate size on the major characteristics of the
impinging impulse wave, the diameter of the #at plate D

�
is varied in the range from 0)1D to

20D (assumed that it is in"nite). The distance (¸) between the exit of the shock tube and #at
plate is also changed in the range between 0)5D and 4)0D. This is to investigate the change
in the impinging impulse wave with distance. According to the previous work [14, 15], the
impulse wave which is formed by the weak shock discharge from an open end of a shock
tube is strongly dependent on the detailed con"gurations of the tube exit. The e!ects of the
ba%e plate installed at the exit of the tube are extensively discussed [14, 15]. In the present
study, the ba%e plate having the diameter of D

�
is installed at the exit of the shock tube. Its

diameter is varied in the range from 1)0D (no ba%e plate) to 20D (assumed that it is in"nite)
to investigate the e!ect of the ba%e plate size on the impulse wave that is formed on the #at
plate.

The initial pressures of the shock tube are monitored by a personal computer system.
Calibrated pressure transducers, #ush mounted on the shock tube walls at several stations
are used to measure and characterize the shock wave propagating through the tube. In
particular, static pressures at the positions of 322 mm (the measuring point �) and 187 mm
(the measuring point �) from the exit of the shock tube are employed to establish the shock
Mach number M. Other pressure transducers are #ush mounted on the #at plate, to
monitor the impinging impulse wave on it. The signals of the pressure transducer at the
measuring point � play a role of a trigger for visualizing the impulse wave discharged from
the shock tube.

A schlieren system is incorporated into a delay circuit so that it allows the visualization of
the impulse wave structure discharging from the shock tube at an instance. The light source
for the schlieren system is provided by Mg strobrite spark lamp. The duration of the light
#ash is about 1m. Output of the pressure transducer is recorded on an X}> recorder by
way of a wave memory. The pressure transducers were calibrated both statically and
dynamically prior to each test. The uncertainty in pressure measurements is estimated to be
less than $1)5 per cent. These estimations are based on the maximum possible #uctuations
in the measurements.
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3. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS

The #ow of the impulse wave impingement, discharged from the open end of the shock
tube, upon the #at plate is simulated using a CFD method. Unsteady, axisymmetric,
inviscid, conservation equations are solved numerically by assuming a perfect gas (�"1)4),
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where x is the longitudinal distance, r the radial distance, t the time, � the density and, u and
v are the velocity components for x and r directions respectively. The total energy e per unit
volume of the gas is expressed by the sum of the kinetic energy and the internal energy as
follows:
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Equation (1) is closed by the thermal equation of state of a perfect gas, p"�R¹, where ¹ is
the temperature. In the computations, equation (1) is rewritten in non-dimensional form by
referring the quantities, the pressure, density, etc., to atmospheric conditions and the
diameter of the shock tube:
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Superscript ( � ) indicating the non-dimensional quantities is omitted for the sake of
simplicity. The subscript a denotes atmospheric state ahead of the shock wave. The
resulting non-dimensional form of equation (1) is solved numerically using the Harten}Yee
TVD scheme [13]. The second order symmetric total variation diminishing (TVD) is
incorporated into the operator splitting technique which was suggested by Sod [15].

Figure 2 shows the computational domain and boundary conditions used in
computation. For setting up the initial conditions, a normal shock with its overpressure�p*
is assumed to be discharged from the tube exit. The in#ow and out#ow conditions are
applied to the upstream and downstream boundaries respectively. The symmetric
conditions at the centerline of the tube reduce the computational e!ort for a full domain,
and the slip-wall conditions are applied to the solid walls. The upstream boundary is
located well back within the shock tube so as to allow for an expansion wave to travel back
upstream. The downstream boundaries are somewhat varied depending on the shockMach
number, but far enough to avoid the unwanted wave re#ections from the boundaries.
A square grid system is used to characterize the impulse waves discharged from the open
end of the tube.



Figure 2. Flow "eld for computation and boundary conditions.
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The "neness of computational grid required to obtain grid-independent solutions was
"rst examined for some of the impulse waves discharged from the exit of the shock tube. The
grid density over �x"�y"70/D seemed to change the accuracy of obtained solutions no
longer. A grid size of �x"�y"75/D is employed in the present computations which
ensure that the solutions obtained were independent of the grid density.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 3 and 4 present schlieren pictures and computed iso-density contours showing
the impulse wave forms for ¸/D"0)5 and 1)0 respectively.D

�
/D andD

�
/D are kept constant

by 20, and the shock Mach number M is 1)07. Both experimented and computed wave
forms are obtained for the same t� which is the time elapsed from the instance the normal
shock passes over the measuring point �. In Figure 3(a), the impulse wave is for an instance
(t�"0)212603) just after the normal shock wave inside the shock tube discharges from the
open end of the shock tube. It is visible that the impulse wave is a cylindrical form, being
nearly a plane wave close to the axis of the tube. At the corner of the tube exit, the wave
refractions are observed from both experiment and computation. It seems that the present
computation predicts the experimented wave forms well. In Figure 3(b) the wave form is
taken for an instance (t�"0)460638) just after the impulse wave impinges on the #at plate. It
is again found that the computed wave forms are in good agreement with the experimented
ones. In Figure 4(b), the impulse wave just after the impingement on the #at plate is nearly
spherical. It is found that the re#ected wave from the #at plate propagates upstream toward



Figure 3. Schlieren pictures showing impulse wave and computed iso-density contours (¸/D"0)5,
D
�
/D"D

�
/D"20, M"1)07): (a) t�"0)212603, ��"0)004736 kg/m� ; (b) t�"0)460638, ��"0)009885 kg/m�.
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the ba%e plate. From the computational results it is observed that the expansion waves
propagate back inside the shock tube.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the time histories of the computed and measured static
pressure generated on the #at plate, where D

�
/D and D

�
/D are the same being 20. The static

pressure on the #at plate suddenly rises up to a peak value, strongly depending on the shock
Mach number and location on the plate. After the peak value, the static pressure sharply
decreases with time. It seems that the peak pressure value decreases nearly exponentially
with the distance in radial direction. From this time history of the static pressures produced
on the #at plate, it is known that the pulse wave has a sharp peak of a very short rising time.
The rising time for the pressure to reach the peak value seems to be longer with the distance
in radial direction. The present computations predict the peak value and rising time of the
experimented pressures well.

For M"1)10, ¸/D"0)5 and D
�
/D"D

�
/D"20, Figure 6 shows the computational

results of iso-density contours and the static pressures in both the axial and radial
directions. On the #at plate the static pressure has a peak value and sharply decreases with
the radial distance. At the center of the #at plate, the peak pressure is about 1)54 times the
atmospheric pressure (P

�
). From the static pressure distribution in axial direction, the static

pressure is constant at the region of x/D(!0)3; this value corresponds to that of static
pressure just downstream of a normal shock wave of M"1)10. The static pressure
decreases with the axial distance in the region from x/D"!0)3 to 0)3. This is due to the
expansion waves generating at the exit plane of the shock tube. The static pressure suddenly
rises as the #ow meets the re#ected impulse wave from the #at plate.



Figure 4. Schlieren pictures showing impulse wave and computed iso-density contours (¸/D"1)0,
D
�
/D"D

�
/D"20, M"1)07): (a) t�"0)212603, ��"0)004736 kg/m� ; (b) t�"0)871673, ��"0)005367 kg/m�.

Figure 5. Time histories of the static pressure on the #at plate (¸/D"2)0, D
�
/D"D

�
/D"20,M"1)15):**,

experiment; } ) } ) }, calculation.
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Figure 6. Computed iso-density contours, static pressure distributions on the #at plate and along the tube axis
(D

�
/D"D

�
/D"20, ¸/D"0)5, M"1)1 and t�"0)47293).
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Figure 7 shows the static pressure variations along the tube axis and on the #at plate,
where ¸/D"2)0, D

�
/D"1)0, D

�
/D"20 and M"1)10. In the static pressure distribution

in radial direction, the peak pressure occurs at r/D"1)0, and the pressure at the center of
the #at plate is lower than that at r/D"1)0. From the static pressure distribution in axial
direction it is found that the constant pressure which is nearly the same as atmospheric
pressure exists in the region between x/D"0)2 and 1)6.

In practical industrial applications making use of pulse wave, it is of importance to
predict the peak pressure that occurs at object surface. For D

�
/D"D

�
/D"20, ¸/D"0)5,

Figure 8 shows the peak pressure �P
�

produced on the #at plate with the shock Mach
numberM. The peak pressure is normalized by the overpressures �P* of each of the shock
waves (see Figure 2). At the center of the #at plate, the normalized peak pressure increases
with M, but at the locations of r/D"1)0 and 2)0, it nearly remains constant or slightly
decreases with an increase in Mach number. In these cases, no appreciable change in the
peak pressure is found with the Mach number. The present computations well predict this
trend of experimental results.

Figure 9 shows the e!ect of ¸/D on the peak pressures on the #at plate, whereM"1)07
and D

�
/D"D

�
/D"20. At the center of the #at plate, the normalized peak pressure greatly

decreases with ¸/D. But at the locations of r/D"1)0 and 2)0, it does not strongly depend on



Figure 7. Computed iso-density contours, static pressure distributions on the #at plate and along the tube axis
(D

�
/D"1)0, D

�
/D"20, ¸/D"2)0, M"1)1 and t�"1)75659).

Figure 8. Variation of the peak pressure on the #at plate with M (¸/D"0)5, D
�
/D"D

�
/D"20): experiment

r/D, *�*, 0; *�*, 1; *�*, 2; } ) } ) }, calculation.
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Figure 9. Variation of the peak pressure on the #at plate with ¸/D (D
�
/D"D

�
/D"20, M"1)07): } )} ) },

calculation; experiment r/D, *�*, 0; *�*, 1; *�*, 2.
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the value of ¸/D. For ¸/D"0)5, the peak pressure produced at the center of the #at plate is
nearly 2)4 times the overpressure of the normal shock wave ofM"1)07. The present data of
both measured and computed peak pressures show that the peak pressure at the center of
the #at plate can be a function of M and ¸/D.

For a small #at plate, it is expected that the peak pressure would be in#uenced by the
expansion wave systems from the edges of the #at plate as well as impulse wave re#ections
on the #at plate. In order to investigate the e!ect of the #at plate size on the peak pressure at
the center of the #at plate, the diameter of the #at plate is changed in the range from
D
�
/D"0)1 to 20. Figure 10 shows the computed time histories of the static pressures on the

#at plate, whereM"1)05, D
�
/D"20, and ¸/D"1)0. There are two major changes in the

wave forms withD
�
/D; one is the peak pressure at the center of the #at plate, and the other is

the pressures after the re#ection of the impulse wave from the #at plate. It is interesting to
"nd that for small D

�
/D values the peak pressure increases with an increase in D

�
/D, but it

does no longer change for the #at plates ofD
�
/D'0)5. The static pressures after the impulse

wave re#ection are strongly dependent on D
�
/D, associated with the expansion wave

systems generated from the edges of the #at plate. Figure 11 shows the relationship between
the peak pressure at the center of the #at plate and D

�
/D. The peak pressure is essentially

constant for the #at plates larger than D
�
/D"0)5. With regard to the peak pressure

occurring at the center of the #at plate, it is thus believed that a #at plate larger than
D
�
/D"0)5 would be of an in"nite #at plate.
Figure 12(a) and 12(b) present the e!ect of the ba%e plate size D

�
/D on the static pressure

at the center of the #at plate for ¸/D"0)5 and 2)0 respectively. With D
�
/D, there are some

changes in the pressures, after the impulse wave re#ections from the #at plate. However, it
does not seem that the peak pressure changes with D

�
/D. It is, therefore, concluded that the



Figure 10. Computed time histories of the static pressure at the center of the #at plate (D
�
/D"20, ¸/D"1)0,

M"1)05 and r/D"0)0). D
�
/D: **, 1; } )} ) }, 0)5; } } }, 0)3; * -* -*, 0)2; - - - - -, 0)1.

Figure 11. Relationship between the peak pressure at the center of the #at plate and D
�
/D.
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Figure 12. Computed time histories of the static pressure at the center of the #at plate (D
�
/D"20, M"1)05,

and r/D"0)0) (a) ¸/D"0)5.D
�
/D:**, 3, 4,R; } ) } ) }, 2; - - - - -, 1. (b) ¸/D"2)0.D

�
/D:**, 4,R; - ) } )}, 3; - - - - -,

2; } ) ) } ) )}, 1.

Figure 13. Variation of the peak pressures on the #at plate withM(D
�
/D"1)0, D

�
/D"20). (a) ¸/D"0)5 r/D:

*�*, 0;*�*, 0)5;*�*, 1;*�*, 2. (b) ¸/D"1)0. r/D:*�*, 0;*�*, 0)5;*�*, 1;*�*, 2. (c) ¸/D"2)0.
r/D: *�*, 0; *�*, 0)5; *�*, 1; *�*, 2.
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presence of the ba%e plate at the exit of tube does not a!ect the peak pressure at the center
of the #at plate.

Figure 13 represents the relationship between the normalized peak pressures �P
�
on the

#at plate and shock Mach number M. Note that D
�
/D is kept constant by 1)0 (no ba%e

plate). For ¸/D"0)5 of Figure 13(a), the normalized peak pressure at r/D"0)0 increases
withM. But at r/D"0)5 it is nearly constant withM. At the locations of r/D'0)5, it seems
to decrease only slightly withM. For ¸/D"1)0, the normalized peak pressure rises slightly
with M, but at the locations of r/D'0)5, it decreases slightly with M. For ¸/D"2)0 of
Figure 13(c), the normalized peak pressures decrease withM at all the locations on the #at
plate. It seems that the decreasing rate in the peak pressure withM is highest at the center of
the #at plate.

The above data all showed that for D
�
/D'0)5 the peak pressure produced on the #at

plate does not depend on the ba%e plate but on ¸/D andM. The present data are collected
to obtain some empirical prediction for the peak pressure on the #at plate. Figure 14(a)
presents the correlation of the peak pressures at the center of the #at plate. It is found that
all data show a good correlation for a given value of M and ¸/D. A best "t is given by

�
�P

�
P
�
�
�����

"0)10M������ )�
¸

D�
������

, (4)

where (�P
�
/P

�
)
�����

means the peak pressure at the center of the #at plate, normalized by
the atmospheric pressure P

�
. From equation (4) the peak pressure �P

�
can be predicted with

a good accuracy. Using the known peak pressure at the center of the #at plate, the peak
pressure at a location in radial direction on the #at plate can be predicted by
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Figure 14. Correlation of the peak pressures on the #at plate (D
�
/D"1)0, D

�
/D"20) (a) Peak pressures at the

center of the #at plate. ¸/D: �, 0)5; �, 1; �, 2; �, 4. (b) Peak pressures at an arbitrary location in radial direction on
the #at plate. ¸/D: �, 0)5; �, 1; �, 2; �, 4.
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where (�P
�
/P

�
)
���

means the peak pressure at an arbitrary location on the #at plate. Figure
14(b) shows that equation (5) provides a good prediction for the peak pressures at an
arbitrary location on the #at plate.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The present paper describes experimental and computational work to investigate the
dynamic characteristics of the impulse wave impingement upon a #at plate. The impulse
wave is made by the weak normal shock discharge from an open end of a shock tube.
Experiments are performed using an open-ended shock tube over the shock Mach number
range from 1)01 to 1)20. A #at plate is placed downstream, normal to the axis of the shock
tube, to simulate the impulse wave impingement on an object. The distance between the exit
of the shock tube and #at plate is changed. The ba%e plate is installed at the exit of the
shock tube. The sizes of the ba%e plate and impinging #at plate are varied to investigate the
magnitude of the impulse wave impinging upon the #at plate. Computational analysis is
applied to model the #ow "eld subject to unsteady, axisymmetric, inviscid, compressible,
equations. A TVD numerical scheme is used to solve the conservation equation systems.
Computational results well predict the dynamic behavior of the impinging impulse wave.
The impulse wave impinging upon the #at plate has a sharp peak of very short rising time
and its magnitude decreases with distance from the center of the #at plate. The magnitude of
the impulse wave impinging upon the #at plate can be predicted by the empirical equations
that are developed in the present study. For the #at plates larger than 0)5 times the diameter
of the tube the magnitude of the impulse wave at the center of the #at plate is not dependent
on the #at plate size. The ba%e plate installed at the exit of the tube does not a!ect the
magnitude of the impulse wave at the center of the #at plate.
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APPENDIX A: NOMENCLATURE

a speed of sound
D diameter
e total energy per unit volume
M shock wave Mach number
¸ distance between tube exit and #at plate
p static pressure
r radial distance
t time
u velocity component in x direction
v velocity component in y direction
x longitudinal distance in cylindrical co-ordinate
y radial distance in cylindrical co-ordinate
� ratio of speci"c heats
� density

Super/subscripts

a atmospheric state
e ba%e plate
p #at plate
m peak or maximum value
* normal shock wave overpressure
� non-dimensional quantity
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